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BEN PEARCE – 
A CREATIVE 
DREAMING
‘I was also thinking about a study that was illustrated 
in a childhood book of mine which saw a scien� st 
dissect a emperor moth larvae in half and test various 
ways to s� mulate metamorphosis. He was successful 
in gluing glass plates to the cut face of each half, 
and connected them by a small glass tube  lled with 
diff erent vials. He got one half changing, then the 
other. It has stuck in my mind. This division, those two 
halves somehow knowing the other existed.

The cut element and the idea of a form changing 
from one shape or medium to another is exci� ng. A 
sculpture being a shape shi� er.

The work with my ar� st’s implements are cut then 
separated, revealing the hidden power or poten� al 
power, as ar� sts can summon. The void is  lled with 
silver dust sugges� ng a hidden value that can be 
bestowed upon paint or a chosen medium. An ar� st 
can turn something invaluable valuable. 

Also a suggested no� on in works such as the rabbit 
one is the cu�  ng reveals a hidden energy of an 
object... in all objects.....

Cobalt is a colour that is associated to the spirit, 
hence me using that more o� en.

That’s a start...’
Silent Night, Ben Pearce, 2015
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LEAF
This is an exhibi� on about 
new life, through it is cast in a 
deeply contras� ng chiaroscuro 
of possibili� es. To Remember a 
Tree represents a mee� ng point of 
several forces - nature, humanity, and 
technology – ac� vated in artworks that 
leverage off  memory and love.

Scale balances with accessibility. Are we 
allowed to take away the small pieces? Will 
they s� ll make sense when dispersed? I think 
so, as they are all linked through a common 
methodology of making.

Bronze, nut, and other materials indicate how the 
organic can be combined with the inorganic, while 
compression, robo� cs and re-enfranchised � mber, 
are worked together… to remember a tree.

Joe Pascoe 
In discourse with Ben Pearce 
2015
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TO REMEMBER A TREE
Ben Pearce, through his latest series of works, has extended a line of art 
that runs through Marcel Duchamp, Joseph Beuys and Art Povera writer, 
Geramno Celant, and a ques� on that informs much New Zealand culture 
– what of nature and its expression in materiality, and the role of the 
philosophy of aesthe� cs that resides in that rela� onship?

His work speaks of mul� ple narra� ves, aligned edge to edge to create 
instantaneous visual bursts. It’s fast art to see, but complex to perceive. 
The story seems to be about change – how a loved toy from the past can 
become a symbol for the science of the present. But what is this science? 
- Perhaps it is the atomic-like par� cularity of the digital age, which while 
challenging the roman� c blurriness of much art making, demands of it a 
higher role: tutor of explana� ons for the present.

From Duchamp we see the legacy of transparent planes and imagina� ve 
machines seen in the Large Glass. From Beuys we see animal fur as a symbol 
of man’s estranged but needy rela� onship with nature. From Celant comes 
the modesty - the use of materials with monkish credibility, with no disguise.

This through line is all about the use of art as an inves� ga� ve tool, which 
Ben Pearce does so well. His earlier works, such as the Cave, were cameos 
that represented age old queries. His most recent exhibi� on examined the 

inner riddles of childhood, where emo� ons are vested in benign objects, to 
some� mes suff er macabre fates – which may have re-surfaced now that he is 
a father himself.

It’s the use of materials that confounds and reassures simultaneously. The 
cra� smanship is sure and purposeful yet the juxtaposi� on – of so�  and hard, 
solid and transparent, coloured and not – makes them tough sculptures 
indeed. It is not an easy ride.

In this new exhibi� on, at the Whakatāne Library and Exhibi� on Centre, Ben 
Pearce’s ar� s� c language has his characteris� c clean delivery and sense of 
isola� on. The isolated feeling probably derives from the perfec� onist nature 
of his art making, gran� ng a purity that allows you, the viewer, to perceive 
how correctly each material has been chosen.

To Remember a Tree can be located within a broader dialogue that occurs 
within New Zealand art, a sophis� cated inner voice about the power of 
nature, and an undeniably conceptual strength that lies in much artwork 
from New Zealand. We have seen it in the text based pieces of Colin 
McCahon and Rosalie Gascoigne found assemblages. If we imagine a 
cosmology, with McCahon in the skies and Gascoigne on the ground, then 
Ben Pearce is an ar� st walking that land.

BARK
An apocalypse is a moment when all is revealed, preceded by 
a narra� ve characterised by duality, which gives us all a sense 
of freedom. We are all, in some way, driven to an end point, 
which some see as a judgment. Thoughts of the spidery cages 
of Louise Bourgeois come to mind, as do the habitats of 
Petah Coyne. All re ect on the changing rela� onship of man to 
his globe.

Pearce’s works off er a signpost on this journey, in the manner 
of many an ar� st. The tree form extends from the wall as a 
vengeful hand, demanding back what we have taken. The 
shelves off er alms to that process. The sweetness of the small 
objects on the shelves are like gi� s from the ar� st, though their 
inherent complexity contains a dis� nc� ve irony, as the walnut 
shells are used to portray miniature brains, gnawed – in reality 
– by hungry rats living in a walnut tree near the ar� st’s house. 
Now they sprout new life.

Ben Pearce is working in the space between peace and violence 
in this series of works, which is at some remove from his earlier 
exhibi� ons. He has stepped outside the laboratory theme, to 
be more explicit about his feelings about the environment.
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